


* Although we try to target certain substances that are present in the fungal 

agent only (not presented in our cells) antifungal agents are very toxic and 

have serious side effects. 



*Fungal infections are common in immune-compromised patients (eg:  AIDS  

patients), they usually affect humid areas in the body like axilla.



*

* Bacteria are easier to be killed or inhibited by drugs because of their simple 

structure compared to fungi. 



This is a schematic representation of the structure of the fungus 

A- the cell wall (our cells don’t have cell wall) 

B- plasma membrane (ergosterol; major component)

C- mitochondria (bacterial cells don’t have mitochondria) 



*In the previous slide, the schema shows some of the targets that drugs hit 

leading to either static (inhibiting the fungal agent / limiting its growth and 

allowing the immune system to get rid of) or cidal (killing the fungal agent; 

stronger, usually used with immune-compromised patients) effect.

*antifungal drug classes (according to their MOA): 

A- polyenes : they bind to ergosterol on the plasma membrane leading to the 

formation of some sort of pores followed by leakage of  ions (eg : Pottasium) , 

enzymes and certain protein that are essential for the fungal survival (cidal) 

B- fluorocytosine: act on the nucleus , they inhibit DNA and RNA (protein 

synthesis through rRNA) . But to manifest their effect they need first to enter 

the fungal agent by crossing the cell wall and the cell membrane  and this is 

done by the help of an enzyme called permease .

C- azoles: they inhibit the synthesis of ergosterol.

*polyenes and azoles have antagonistic effects; cannot be combined because 

polyenes they require ergosterol for their action and azoles they inhibit the 

synthesis of ergosterol  .On the other hand polyenes and fluorocytosine have 

synergistic effects (the former helps the latter entering the cell) . 

fluorocytosine has to enter the cell and as we said polyenes lead to formation 

of pores in the plasma membrane making it more permeable so fluorocytosine

will enter the cell more easier.



eg: CNS infections like meningitis



Oral thrush very common in children ,during feeding infant

(As we said fungal infections are common in humid area in the body)





(most of the anticancerous drugs are immunosuppressant) 



According to the mechanism of action                                   









Depending on the number of 
nitrogen on the azoles structure

2 nitrogen on the azoles ring 3 nitrogen on the azoles ring                





Or absence of such enzyme that is require for the 

action of  azoles

Usually They inhibit ergosterol synthesis 





*

*an enzyme involved in the synthesis of ergosterol.



Many enzyme involve in the synthesis of ergosterol and cholesterol



Cidal effect by inhibiting cell wall synthesis





Involve in DNA synthesis

Provide some sort of selectivity





Mechanism of action of fluorocytosine



*Route of administration is one of the drawbacks of this drug; since most 

patients prefer oral drugs over IV drugs.

Unfortunately we don’t have an oral dosage form

Not as bolus             



Some of the disadvantages of amphotericin



Most important  ,for amphotericin and in 

developing certain amphotericin analogue

*It’s the most toxic antifungal agent but you should take risk-benefit 

ratio 

Most antifungal agents cause hepatic toxicity and lead to elevation of 

liver enzymes.

A- Some pores form in the collecting ducts, allowing leakage of k+ in the 

urine.

B- constriction of renal arteries. 





*The mechanism in which the nephrotoxicity is reduced is unknown.



Not used in systemic infections

(Associated with sever side effect )                                       



Common in ladies                              

or tablet





could be  
combined 
for better 

effect






